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—
EDITORIAL
Swiss Travel Management (STM) was founded in
2015 with the aim of representing corporate travel
managers in Switzerland. Since its launch, the association has worked to share knowledge and experience between its members and partners.

THE HEADS
OF STM

—

We now have over 32 members, including 7 partners,
who are involved in our association and contribute
to furthering travel management’s horizons.
Switzerland is a global market but with a strong
regional attachment (26 cantons and 4 languages).
You can find all company types with varying
levels of business travel management maturity and
strategies here, alongside very segmented suppliers
at international and regional level in a country that
is only small in size.

Nathalie
ANSERMOZ

This publication, an informative tool, brings you
relevant content underpinned by unique qualitative and quantitative data, trends and prospective innovations in travel management to help you
better achieve your potential and goals.
For its very first publication, STM wanted to address
all players, private and public, on the specificities of
travel management in Switzerland.
All aboard the STM to discover a market full of
promise: travel management in Switzerland!
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1

SWITZERLAND,
A UNIQUE COUNTRY
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—
SMALL
BUT DIVERSE
GEOGRAPHY
With a surface area of just 41,285
sq. km, Switzerland enjoys a huge
variety of landscapes. Although its
mountain ranges, lakes, hills and
rivers have made it a very attractive
tourist destination, its geography
has also posed a challenge to development of its transport network.
Today, Switzerland has been able
to create the necessary facilities
to take advantage of its central
position, connecting the region
from East to West and North to
South and becoming an important
European hub, as the diagram
below illustrates:
PARIS
400 km

FRANKFURT
280 km

MUNICH
260 km

BASEL

VIENNA
750 km

ZURICH

BERN

LAUSANNE
GENEVA
LUGANO
LYON
90 km
NICE
230 km
Source : GGBA Switzerland

TURIN
190 km

MILAN
65 km
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—
MULTICULTURALISM
AS THE STARTING POINT
Switzerland, not only by location
but also by design, is a proud multicultural nation. Situated between
France, Germany, Liechtenstein,
Austria and Italy, Switzerland
emerged from a military and economic alliance and has progressively been enriched by outside
influences. The country now has 26
cantons and 4 official languages:
German, which is spoken by 62.8%
of the population, French (22.9%),
Italian (8.2%), Romansch (0.5%)
and finally other foreign languages
representing 5.6%.
These regional specificities remain
marked and important to the Swiss.
For over 50% of French speakers
and nearly 40% of German and
Italian speakers, identification with
their region of origin takes precedence over attachment to the wider country.
That cultural perception should
be remembered and carefully
considered when analyzing and
determining future Swiss travel
management(s).
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—
POPULATION
Switzerland has a little over eight
million inhabitants, including a
majority of young people aged 20
to 39, and posts 1% annual demographic growth. Life expectancy is
amongst the highest in the world
at 80 for men and 85 for women
and the HDI (Human Development
Index) is 0.939, putting Switzerland
in second place globally just behind
Norway.
There is a very large foreign population in Switzerland, accounting
for an average 25% of the total
population. That figure rises to
41% in the canton of Geneva and
to 32% in Basel. Foreign workers
have always represented over 20%
of the active population since the
1960s, topping 30% in 2015.
Nearly 80% of these workers
come from a European Union or
European Free Trade Association
Member State.

—
MACROECONOMY
Switzerland’s economy is one of
the most prosperous despite the
lack of raw materials and coastlines.
Note, however, that the world’s
second-largest shipowner, MSC, is
a Swiss company.
The country’s success is closely
linked to a trade surplus (37 billion francs) and the performance
of several sectors, including pharmaceuticals and watchmaking. Its
industry specializes in products
with high added value and in niche,
export-focused
markets,
supported by major R&D investment
(3.4% of GDP). The European Union
is Switzerland’s biggest trading
partner with 63% of total trade,
72% exports and 54% imports.
These various factors have contributed to making the Swiss economy the most competitive in the
world for the ninth consecutive
year, according to a 2017/2018
report published by the World Economic Forum.
Switzerland’s economic fabric is
also unique in its structure: over
99% of companies in Switzerland
are small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) with fewer than 250
employees. The average company
size is 8.5 (tertiary sector) and 12
employees (secondary sector).

Two thirds of employees work
within a microenterprise or SME as
the diagrams below shows:
BUSINESSES
BY WORKFORCE SIZE
8%

2%

90%

n 0-9
n 10-49
n 50-249
n 250+

Source : Statistical data on Switzerland,
Federal Statistical Office

EMPLOYÉS PAR CATÉGORIE DE
TAILLE D’ENTREPRISES
26%

32%

22%
20%
n 0-9
n 10-49
n 50-249
n 250+
Source : Statistical data on Switzerland,
Federal Statistical Office
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Swiss companies’ business activities are concentrated in the
following main sectors:

MAIN BUSINESS ACTIVITIES OF
COMPANIES IN THE SECONDARY
SECTOR
(by number of employees)
18%

MAIN BUSINESS ACTIVITIES
OF COMPANIES IN THE TERTIARY
SECTOR
(by number of employees)

14%
31%
20%

15%
3%

5%

12%

6%

7%
18%
16%
n Tobacco and agri-food
n Clothing and textiles
n Wood, papers and print
n Pharmaceutical products
n Metal products
n Computers, electronic and optical
products, watches and clocks
n Electrical equipment
n Électricity, gas and steam
n Other

1%
7%

4%
10%

8%
5%

n Wholesale trade
n Retail trade
n Accommodation
n Food and beverage service activities
n IT and other information services
n Financial service activities
n Architectural and engineering activities
n Administrative and support service activities
n Human healt and social assistance

—
CURRENCY
The Swiss franc is a ‘strong’ currency
by international standards and
described by economists as a «safe
investment». In other words, it is a
currency reputed to be stable, little
impacted by geopolitical, financial
or economic instability and used
by investors to limit the risks in the
event of recession. Strong demand
for Swiss francs leads to an overvaluation of the currency compared
to its fundamental value and lowers
the cost of imports.
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—
POLITICS
AND ADMINISTRATION
Switzerland is a federal state comprising 26 cantons, subdivided into
2,222 communes on 1 January
2018. The cantons have considerable sovereignty, particularly in the
areas of health, culture and education, whilst the Confederation
remains responsible for questions
of foreign policy, security, currency
and defence.
It is a so-called semi-direct democracy combining elected representatives, referenda and popular initiative, enabling voters to respond
to government decisions.

—
FOREIGN POLICY
Switzerland is not a member of the
European Union or European Economic Area but remains a major
player on the European stage,
particularly through its membership
of the Schengen Area, Council
of Europe, European Free Trade
Association and OSCE (Organization for Security and Cooperation
in Europe). Switzerland is also
involved in the promotion of world
peace and is the seat of international organizations such as the
International Committee of the Red
Cross and the United Nations.

In summary
Although it has a relatively small surface area and population size
compared to its European neighbours, Switzerland is known for its
competitive economy, overcoming its geographical limitations and
attracting companies and international organizations. To maintain
that economic balance and continue developing its international
exports in particular, it requires a comprehensive, high-performance, managed and innovative business travel offering.
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2

OVERVIEW
OF THE BUSINESS TRAVEL
IN SWITZERLAND
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—
MAIN FIGURES
ON THE SECTOR
The Swiss travel and tourism industry represents 2.4% of European
expenditure. It is a market with
strong potential whose 2022 value
is estimated at 43.9 billion CHF, up
16.6% on 2017.
Travel can be divided into two main
categories:
• leisure travel, accounting for
28.7 billion CHF (2014), i.e. 81%
of total expenditure,
• business travel, accounting for
6.8 billion CHF (2014), i.e. 19%
of total expenditure.

Geographically, we can identify
three main economic areas:
• Geneva region (French-speaking Switzerland): international
organizations,
watchmaking,
banking and agri-food
• Basel region (German-speaking
Switzerland): pharmaceuticals
and chemistry
• Zurich region (German-speaking
Switzerland): banking, insurance
and finance

REASONS FOR TRAVEL
(in % of expenditure)
19%

81%
n Leisure
n Business
Source : Travel & tourism economic impact Switzerland (World travel and tourism
Council)
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—
STRUCTURE
OF THE SUPPLIER MARKET
AND MAIN PLAYERS
—
TRAVEL AGENCY
OR TMC NETWORKS
The main travel agencies or TMC
(travel management companies) in
the Swiss market are in alphabetical
order:
• American Express Global Business Travel (Amex GBT)
• BCD Travel
• BTA First, which is a specifically
Swiss agency
• Carlson Wagonlit Travel (CWT)
• Egencia
• FCM Travel Solutions, previously
3mundi
• HRG (Hogg Robinson Group),
which is merging with Amex
GBT and several years ago took
over the business travel division
of Kuoni, a company founded
in Switzerland in 1906 by the
entrepreneur Alfred Kuoni, the
best known and most influential
Swiss traveller
• Geneva Private Travel Management Association (AVP): representing nine independent Swiss
travel agencies
• Raptim, which specializes in
managing humanitarian organizations.
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We can see a slight decrease in the
average revenue per travel agency,
which fell from 3.076 million CHF
in 2015 to 2.922 million CHF
in 2016. The fall can largely be
explained by the implementation
of cost-reduction policies within
companies. Switzerland’s network
of travel agencies remains very
dense, however, and the proportion
of offline bookings is higher than
the European average. Swiss TMC
play an important role in consultancy and customization: 63% of
clients cite the quality of advice
and 41% interpersonal relations as
main decision-making factors in
their choice of agency.

—
AIRPORTS
AND AIRLINES
Swiss airlines are based at three
main airports:

Q Zurich
l Busiest Swiss airport
l 27.7 million passengers in 2016 (+5.3% on 2015)
l The main airlines present (in 2016) are:
- Swiss International Air Lines (54,2%),
- Air Berlin (6,2%),
- Edelweiss Air (4,2%),
- Eurowings (3,0%),
- British Airways (2,6%).

Q Geneva
l 17.4 million passengers in 2017: +6.1% on 2016, a very positive result that
enabled major investment in infrastructure renovation. 25 million passengers are expected by 2030.
l 141 direct destinations and 58 airlines.
l The main airlines present (in 2016) are:
- easyJet (43,6% market share),
- Swiss International Air Lines (14,4%),
- British Airways (13,3%),
- Air France (4,4%),
- Lufthansa (2,9%).
l Business aviation is also a marked success, with an 20% increase in
demand for daily services and 3.4% in traffic. Time savings, flexibility,
reduced costs and confidentiality are among the many advantages of
chartering. The main players are Tag Aviation, Jet Aviation and Global
Jet Concept.
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Q EuroAirport (Basel))
l Unique binational Franco–Swiss platform
l 7.9 million passengers in 2017
l Fast-growing airport with +8% passengers on 2016
l The main airlines present (in 2017) are:
- easyJet (60% market share),
- Wizz Air (6%).

Passenger traffic at Swiss airports
is rising, with an 4.9% increase in
the number of passengers transported in 2016, i.e. 51 million.
Source: Airports of Zurich, Geneva and EuroAirport, Swiss Federal Statistical Office

The aviation market departing
from Switzerland is largely concentrated on the European routes that
represent a little less than 75%
of demand, in economy class for
96.7% of passengers (business and
leisure combined). We can also
see the progressive emergence of
budget flights, which accounted
for 9.6% of bookings in 2016
(versus 9.1% in 2015) and also
appeal to business passengers
by prioritizing the offering’s
maintained quality and regularity.

Swiss International Airlines
Founded in 2002, Swiss International Air Lines is the Swiss
national airline and headquartered
in Zurich. Swiss transports some
16.5 million passengers every year
and has over 100 destinations in
43 countries. 20% of the traffic
involves intercontinental routes. In
2016, the airline posted revenue
of 5 billion francs. It is 100% held
by the Lufthansa Group and a
member of Star Alliance. The Swiss
airline, although committed to
respecting traditional Swiss values
and providing excellent quality of
service, is gradually mirroring budget airlines by adopting branded
fares1 to remain competitive, particularly for short haul.
Boosting 1.9% growth in passenger
numbers in the first half of 2018
compared to last year, Swiss is
aiming to increase its capacities
departing from Geneva, particularly by doubling the staff numbers
onsite.

16
1-Branded fares: airline prices including additional services
(e.g. luggage check-in or priority boarding)

easyJet
The budget British airline has now
established its strategic position on
the Swiss market, where it holds a
24.2% market share, and its ambition to conquer new destinations to
satisfy the 13.5 million passengers
transported in 2017. The airline has
announced a 3% increase in its capacities departing from Geneva and
7% departing from Basel for summer
2018. The aim is to consolidate the
airline’s presence in airports where
it already has a leading position (in
2018, 63% market share in Basel and
45% in Geneva, leaving Swiss trailing
at 12%), and to intensify its presence
in Zurich, Swiss International Air
Lines’ historic stronghold, by providing up to five flights a day to Berlin
Tegel for example.
The airline’s offering has been distributed across all booking systems
(GDS) and OBT since 2010, including for its main business destinations: Paris, London Gatwick, Barcelona and Amsterdam departing from
Geneva and London Gatwick, and
Barcelona and Amsterdam departing from EuroAirport (Basel), says
Marion Lefèvre, Business Development Manager in Switzerland.
With an average 18% of business
passengers on its Swiss routes and
up to 36% for Geneva–Paris, easyJet
has made clear its ambition to stimulate the local economy and enable
companies in the Geneva area to
expand their business beyond their
borders by offering them attractive
prices.
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—
RAIL COMPANIES
Switzerland’s rail transport network
comprises 5,300 km of routes and
795 stations, which represents 2%
of the country’s surface area. It is
the densest network in Europe. As
well as the Swiss Federal Railways
(CFF – SBB – FFS), which manages
the bulk of the network, Switzerland has some forty private rail
companies that operate approximately 2,000 km of the network’s
routes.
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CFF – SBB - FFS
The national train company, the
main network operator with 3,300
km of routes, posted positive
results for 2017, transporting 1.26
million passengers a day (+0.6%)
and generating income of 399 million francs (+4.8%) at group level.
The number of regular customers
is on the rise, with 480,000
having a general season ticket
(+1.7%) and 2.5 million a half-price
season ticket (+5.7%).
As many business passengers use
those season tickets, historically
the CFF has not developed a
specific targeted offering for that
segment. However, the CFF provides a portal for managing train
travel: Businessmanager CFF.

—
ACCOMODATION
The Swiss hotel market represented 37.4 million overnight stays
in 2017, of which 45% were booked
by Swiss visitors and 55% by overseas visitors (Germany, U.S., UK,
etc.).

TGV Lyria
TGV Lyria is the SNCF (74%) and
CFF (26%) affiliate responsible
for operating the high-speed links
between France and Switzerland. It
posted revenue of 351 million CHF
in 2016 generated by transporting
5 million passengers.
With the launch of a new booking
class ‘Standard 1st’ in early 2018,
the train operating company hopes
to appeal to business passengers
by providing first-class comfort
with a limited list of options and
more attractive prices.

It is the ninth European market in
volume terms, with 5,100 hotels
in 2014. The effects of the 2008
financial crisis are subsiding and we
can see a clear upturn in the hotel
economy and demand. The average
hotel room price is 280 CHF in
Geneva and 229 CHF in Zurich,
which makes them the first and
third most expensive cities in Europe respectively. Geneva is also
home to the world’s most expensive suite, the Royal Penthouse
Suite at Hotel President Wilson,
which costs nearly 80,000 CHF
a night.
The market essentially comprises
small independent hotels (90%
have no more than 55 beds) with
excellent quality standards. Chain
hotels account for only 4.9% of the
volume in number of hotels and
19.9% in number of rooms.
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—
PROPORTION OF CHAIN HOTELS
IN EUROPE

18%

17%

12,2%

14,6%

4,9%
20,8%

4,2%
28%

12,5%
BASEL
ZURICH

6,4%
38,1%

BERN

LAUSANNE

GENEVA
LUGANO

Source: 2018 Horwart HTL
& hotelleriesuisse study
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We can see marked disparities
across Switzerland, with a particularly high penetration rate in number of chain hotels in Geneva.
The main hotel chains in 2017 were:
• Accor (7,520 rooms), including Movenpick Hotels (1,306
rooms), which was taken over in
April 2018, and Swissotel, which
merged with the FRHI Group in
2015
• IHG (2,149 rooms)
• Marriott (1,843 rooms)
• Rezidor (1,138 rooms)
• Best Western (987 rooms).
Source : L’hôtellerie en Suisse – Chiffres et
faits, édition 2018, Hotelleriesuisse
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3

ORGANIZATION OF
TRAVEL MANAGEMENT
IN COMPANIES

22

—
3.1 3.1 BENCHMARKING
ORGANIZATIONS
AND PRACTICES
—
ORGANIZATION
AND STRUCTURE OF TRAVEL
MANAGEMENT AND SNAPSHOT
OF THE PLAYERS
Given its cross-functional nature,
business travel management may
be allocated to various parties
within companies. Although the
role is still largely performed by
travel managers (in 74% of cases),
we can see the growing involvement of buyers in this area (in 14%
of companies). As Mirco Biasi, the
Head of Program Management
Switzerland for Carlson Wagonlit
Travel (CWT), stresses, we can also
see a tendency to outsource the
role to TMC in the aim of optimizing costs and due to the difficulty
in maintaining relevant expertise
in an area experiencing marked
changes.
Moreover, as Ptisem Djeghbal,
Travel Manager with JT International SA, explains, one of the challenges for travels managers is striking
the right balance between travel’s
operational management and developing a travel programme over the
long term.It is necessary to «consider the impressions of passengers,
who sometimes understand the
market offerings better than the
travel managers themselves,» whilst
creating time to manage and optimize company expenditure.
Finally, Yvan Vasina, the owner
and Managing Director of Delta
Voyages, says that «Swiss companies

have accurately defined their requirements but need travel agencies’
support to use technology that
often shows its limitations.»
—
COMPANY MATURITY
The Swiss market is very diverse and
characterized by major differences
in maturity. Although Swiss companies have long benefitted from
generous budgets, the 2008 financial crisis still affected them
and encouraged them to introduce
cost-reduction policies over time
in order to optimize travel management and maintain competitiveness.
The investigation clearly reveals
maturity at two speeds:
• major structured and organized
multinational companies, whose
business travel management
is run from head office with
advanced optimization;
• companies with big budgets
(approximately €10 million), but
still without an agency or online
booking tool.
It is a market with strong development potential, therefore, in which
sharing good practice could be
very beneficial.
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As Patrick Moreillon, General
Manager Switzerland for Amex
GBT, explains, within a prosperous Swiss market the challenge
is finding the best value for
money rather than making maximum
savings. Analysis of the total
travel cost and awareness of the
traveller’s comfort and effectiveness on arrival are inseparable
criteria from the cost of services
and tools’ adoption rate.
Patrick
Moreillon

Pauline
Ladsous
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—
SNAPSHOT
OF THE SWISS TRAVELLER
Quality of service is closely linked
to the Swiss tradition and remains
a top priority for business passengers. It is reflected in very strong
expectations in criteria such as
comfort, punctuality, fluidity and
quality of the response provided.
That is confirmed by Jean-Nicolas
Trens, Manotel’s Sales and Marketing Director: «the Swiss traveller is
sensitive to the reception and process: rigour, reliability and stability
are expected.»
Pauline Ladsous, Head of Business
Travel Management with Hinduja
Bank, notes that Swiss passengers
are generally inclined to follow the
recommendations made in companies’ travel policies. That view
is shared by Marc Zuber at Nestlé
when he compares the behaviour
of passengers from different countries.

2 QUESTIONS FOR MIRCO BIASI,
HEAD OF PROGRAM MANAGEMENT SWITZERLAND FOR CARLSON
WAGONLIT TRAVEL (CWT)

• What matters most to travel managers?
- « Firstly, the service, the Swiss clientele is very demanding
and wants to have an irreproachable quality of service.
They like having a dedicated team to advise them, not only
on the bookings but also on potential savings. We can also
see growing pressure on companies’ travel budgets, and
for example tracking the flight price before buying is a real
trend.»
• How do you explain the success of budget airlines amongst
business passengers on the Swiss market?
- « Budget airlines have been able to adapt to the corporate
clientele’s limitations by proposing prices that include
additional services such as priority boarding or checked
luggage, all whilst guaranteeing very attractive prices.
The only potential fly in the ointment is the impact of staff
strikes to improve working conditions. »

—
SPECIFICITY
OF INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
Since the UN’s European headquarters opened in Geneva in 1945,
several international organizations
have been based in Switzerland,
particularly in the Romandy region.
Due to their operating method and
scope of their actions, international organizations stand apart from
private companies in business
travel management, particularly on
the following points:

• ‘per diem’ budget management:
travelling employees are given a
flat-rate allowance to cover their
expenditure in lieu of paying
their actual expenses;
• application of the best buy principle: international organizations
generally seek to obtain the
most competitive price possible,
pursuant to their travel policy,
when the booking is made whilst
private companies tend to
contract their business relationships and concentrate their
expenditure on a limited number
of suppliers, as Hicham Bennani,
Sales Director of Air FranceKLM and Delta Air Lines for
Switzerland and Liechtenstein,
explains;
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• complex needs linked to the
«idea of urgency, security risk,
application of ‘humanitarian
prices’, embargo issues depending on the destinations served
and the number of delegations
involved,» says Christelle Garcin,
Indirect Senior Buyer with the
International Committee of the
Red Cross.
This prompts a very high percentage of offline booking and the
frequent presence of travel agency
implants on the organization’s
premises despite a strong drive
for cost reduction and budgetary
exemplarity, says Roxanne Corfu,
Country Director for Switzerland
with FCM Travel Solutions.

—
3.2 OVERVIEW OF COMPANY
TOOLS
—
AGENCY
AND ONLINE BOOKING TOOL
The vast majority of companies
(90%) use travel agency services to
manage their business travel. That
figure rises to 98% for companies
with over 1,000 employees versus
67% for companies with 10 to 249
employees.
76% of companies have online
booking tools. We can also see differences between companies with
over 5,000 employees, of which
83% have an OBT2, versus 64% for
medium-sized companies.
The tools, which make it possible to
optimize booking costs, are increasingly popular with professionals. In
companies still without an OBT, 78%
of business travel managers say that
they want one.
—
EXPENSE ACCOUNT
MANAGEMENT TOOLS
Expense account management is
largely automated, 88% of companies make a tool available to their
staff and 22% manually process expense accounts (using an internal
tool or Excel-type software).
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2-OBT: online booking tool for business travel offered by various service providers
(agencies, aggregators, transport services or accommodation suppliers, etc.)

—
PAYMENT METHODS
To pay business travel expenses,
companies use the following
payment methods:
Corporate card
33% 67%
67%
33%
NO
NO YES
YES

Business card
30% 70%
70%
30%
NO
YES
NO YES

Virtual cards
64% 36%
36%
64%
NO
NO YES
YES

—
ADOPTION RATE OF TRAVEL
& EXPENSE TOOLS
The average OBT adoption rate is
25% to 30%, with a maximum of
70%, which is below the European
average (80%) but progressively
increasing.
According to Mirco Biasi, Head
of Program Management Switzerland with Carlson Wagonlit
Travel (CWT), bookings made on
company channels largely involve
international and intercontinental
flights (80% to 85%).
Hotel services account for only
10% of bookings as the market
traditionally
comprises
independent
establishments
that

are seldom featured in booking
systems (GDS). 59% of surveyed
business passengers say that they
have booked at least one hotel
night outside company channels,
versus 41% for non-hotel bookings.
Rail services also account for a
low proportion of bookings (5%
to 10%), which can largely be
explained by the fact that most
Swiss passengers have a monthly
season ticket that covers domestic
rail travel. The Swiss Federal
Railways website is also the site
most used by business passengers:
72% have already booked on it.
The vast majority of passengers are
self-reliant in the booking process,
with 78% making their purchases
themselves.
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Pauline Ladsous, Head of Business
Travel
Management,
Hinduja
Bank:
Corporate travel managers would
also like to have a personalized
response to passengers’ requests,
reflecting their previous bookings
or providing models for repeat
travel for example.

—
TRAVEL POLICY
AND VALIDATION SYSTEM
Implementation of a travel policy3
is now near systematic, although
its guidelines can be more or less
coercive:
• 58% of companies have established a classification by traveller
type
• In 66% of companies, the travel
must be approved
These policies have both financial,
in a context where companies are
seeking to reduce their costs and
manage staff behaviour, and security implications, with the need to
geolocate passengers in the event
of an alert.
According to Ptisem Djeghbal,
Travel Manager at JT International SA, open booking (booking
outside company channels) is
largely banned in Switzerland
and the duty of care always takes
precedence. Savings are a priority
for companies, but must never be
made at the expense of security.
—
SMARTPHONE USE
The use of smartphones is widespread in companies. 82% of
employees have a company smartphone with the possibility to fully
customize it and download all apps,
and 71% have an app provided by
their company or travel agency to
book on their smartphone or tablet.
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—
INCLUSION OF THE SHARING
ECONOMY
There is interest in chauffeur-driven
passenger vehicles such as Uber or
Lyft, which some companies allow,
says Patrick Moreillon, General
Manager Switzerland for Amex
GBT. In contrast, passengers dislike
shared
accommodation
such
as Airbnb, explains Marc Zuber,
Global Travel Category Head
at Nestlé. Swiss companies also
remain more reluctant and only
very rarely include that type of
offering in their travel policy.
Security and the guarantee of high
service standards remain decisive
criteria for companies and passengers, particularly as there is no
legislation on use of the sharing
economy in Switzerland.
—
SECURITY
Security is now an essential issue for
companies to ensure effective travel in optimal conditions. Although
Switzerland has not been affected
by terrorism, companies are all
equally concerned about the issue
due to their international mobility
and must allocate the necessary
resources to ensure staff safety.
In particular, that implies managing and overseeing open booking
to make it possible to geolocate
passengers in real time or provide
informative content. To that end,
58% of companies have already
included security recommendations
in their travel policy and 79% of
passengers say that they are aware of
the security principles to be followed.
3-Travel policy: series of guidelines that govern employees’ business travel (e.g. type
of transport, price bracket, class per journey time, etc.)
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—
REPORTING
AND CONTRACT MONITORING
Corporate travel managers would
like to have better visibility over
their expenditure. That is confirmed by Christelle Garcin, Indirect
Senior Buyer with the International
Committee of the Red Cross: «with
the growing number of tools, it
becomes difficult to aggregate
different sources of data and
obtain consolidated reporting that
we could analyze.»

30
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4
OUTLOOKS,
EXPECTATIONS
AND INNOVATIONS

32

—
4.1 ECONOMIC OUTLOOKS
The economic outlooks for Switzerland are positive, with growth
forecasts of 2.3% for 2018 and
+1.9% for 2019. Exports topped
220 billion francs in 2017 (+4.7%)
and imports accounted for 185.6
billion (+6.9%), which generates a
trade surplus and facilitates the
development of business travel.
Source : Republic and Canton of Neuchâtel
Statistics Service

—
4.2 BUSINESS TRAVEL
MANAGEMENT:
WHAT DO COMPANIES
AND EMPLOYEES EXPECT?
7 PRIORITIES
FOR COMPANIES :

1

Reducing expenditure

2

Improving the travel agency’s
quality of service

3

Supporting passengers
on security issues

4

Strictly adhering
to the travel policy

5

Simplifying negotiations
with suppliers

6

Making it possible to access
collaborative content

7

Enabling passengers to book
via mainstream sites
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WHAT DO BUSINESS
PASSENGERS EXPECT
FROM THEIR COMPANY?

1

That it gives them
comfortable travel

2

That it facilitates their booking

3

That it trusts the employees

Mirco Biasi, Head of Program
management Switzerland, Carlson
Wagonlit Travel
- There is very strong demand for
digital technology, particularly
using smartphones when booking,
inclusion of the NDC standard and
tracking price changes;

4

Nathalie Ansermoz, Business Travel Industry & Indirect Procurement
specialist (Travel Manager at Bacardi 2011/2016 and Santen 2017)

—
4.3 INNOVATION

- Chatbots are also piquing the
interest of travel managers, who
would like to use them to respond
to passengers’ simple and repeated requests and so replace
user guides, which are seldom
used.

That it respects staff privacy

4 INNOVATIVE SERVICES
POPULAR WITH BUSINESS
PASSENGERS
• Having an online travel advisor via
an instant messaging app
• Having a travel agency connected
to the expense account management tool
• Doing without travel agencies
• Accessing members of the sharing economy (Airbnb, Uber) via
the travel agency
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Head of Business Travel Management, what is your vision of innovation?

INTERVIEW OF MARC ZUBER,
GLOBAL TRAVEL CATEGORY MANAGER NESTRADE SA

• If you have three priorities on business travel, what would
they be?
My first priority: Put the traveler back in the middle of the
equation. Our industry is still overly influenced by processes
and tools, and not enough by the needs of travelers. The
complexity is that travelers have different expectations
depending on their profile. A frequent traveler, for example,
has much stronger expectations in terms of the flexibility of
offers. Understanding the different profile of travelers should
allow us to meet their needs, segmenting the offer according
to their specific requirements , and also by defining travel
policies adapted to the frequency of travel.
My second priority is to bring service and innovation to travelers. In our sector, many innovative services are constantly
appearing. The challenge is to be able to integrate these new
offers that appeal to travelers and that evolve permanently
into a « One Stop Shop » solution. One could consider integrating relevant applications on a platform that includes a panel
of services that accompany the employee before, during and
after his / her trip.
My third priority: make the air offer more relevant. I perceive
the new NDC standard not as a threat but as a real opportunity, which will manage the traveler segmentation in a much
smarter way. Today the air negotiations are extremely rigid
and based on criteria that do not necessarily take into consideration all corporate traveler needs. Tomorrow the NDC will
set up a catalog of pre-negotiated services. The traveler is
then responsible for judging the relevance of these ancillary
services which will vary based on the specific circumstances
of his travel. For example on a short trip, it is unlikely that the
traveler needs access to the lounge - it becomes relevant
however on a long trip with stopover. This freedom of choice
must be left to the traveler, to make him responsible.
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—
THE NOTION OF SERVICE,
KEY TO UNDERSTANDING
THE SWISS MARKET
Switzerland is an atypical market.
Nestling in the centre of Europe,
Swiss travel management has the
same aims as its neighbours: cost
reduction, optimized organization,
staff safety when travelling, digitization, etc. However, the human
factor is stronger than elsewhere.
It is central to all policies to ensure
a high level of service, consistent
with passenger expectations, who,
without mentioning standards, are
accustomed to their own travel
method.
Therefore, what some would
describe as immaturity is actually
preservation of the central factor,
service, the real key to understanding an entire industry centring on
unique Swiss hospitality.
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